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OEMs are Demanding!

We want WHAT we want, WHEN we want it, WHERE we want it, HOW we want it.

"And we don't care how you do it. But do it or else."

Agility  Smart Equipment
Energy Metrics  Movability
Infinite Flexibility

Automation  Plant in a Box
RT Tools  System Metrics
Green+
— Damion Darlin, 1996

we die. 

ute we stop i
COLLABORATE

INNOVATE

COMMERCIALIZATION
There are approximately **300,000** Manufacturers in the United States. **95%** of them have fewer than 500 employees.

These small-to-medium manufacturers create **200%** more U.S. jobs than the large ones.

By 2020, **98%** of all products will be designed and manufactured digitally.

**But as of today,** **94%** of small and medium manufacturers have no access to those tools.
North American Manufacturing is about to get a very big boost.
Cross-industry technology & manufacturing consortium
World leader in collaborative project management
24 years experience guiding successful programs
The Ultimate Collaborative Network
Applications

Educational tools

Simulations

Job Submissions

3rd party services

Wiki
Vision without action is only a dream.

VISION AND ACTION CAN CHANGE THE WORLD!

Action without vision is wasting time.
Strategic Interest Groups

- 501c3 Umbrella
- Pooled Talent
- Enables Collaboration
- Protects Self Interests